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Hotel Selling Points 

• 40 guestrooms and suites, offering 13 different categories with sea view, private balcony and  
luxury in every detail 

• Satori Thalasso Spa features world renowned Elemis treatments and St. Barth line products 

• Baos Restaurant pairs luxury surroundings with the Relais & Châteaux haute cuisine legacy for an 
impeccable dining experience  

• Leisure activities such as water sports, and horseback riding plus excursions, as well as yacht and 
helicopter charters 

• Complimentary luxury transfers from sea ports and airports with a Meet & Greet 

• 10 minutes walking distance to Mykonos Town Center and Little Venice 

Myconian Korali 

 
Mykonos Town 84600 

P.O. Box 64, Greece 

Tel: +30 22890 22107 

E-mail: korali@myconiancollection.gr 

Website: www.myconiankorali.gr 

GDS Code:  WB 

Suites 

Reborn and amazingly refreshing, the Myconian Korali, a 5 star luxury hotel and fine member of the 

Myconian Collection Hotels and Resorts, stands tall and gracefully over the sacred island of Delos and 

the enchanting Mykonos town; high above and yet so close to the heart of the town. As a member 

of Relais & Châteaux, Korali reveals its unique beauty at a glance; pure and simple forms along with 

the finest architectural lines, define a spacious entity with a view over the never-ending Aegean Sea. 

Suite Category Size in f2 Suite Category Size in f2 

Inopos Deluxe 279 f2 Aeon Junior Suite 301 f2 

Rinia Deluxe 279 f2 Emar Junior Suite 603 f2 

Panoramic Premium 279 f2 Era Junior Suite 377 f2 

Onar Junior Suite 409 f2 Delos Junior Suite 409 f2 

Phos Junior Suite 301 f2 Delos Premium  

Junior Suite 
603 f2 

Kynthos Junior Suite 376 f2 Armonia Suite 753 f2 

Oria Junior Suite 279 f2   

The ambiance of the interiors are a laid back glamour with attention to detail. 
Sophistication is redefined with a minimalistic aesthetic, dotted with ethnic 
chic touches, warm colors on white marble, exquisite materials, works of fine 
art and designer names. On their amazingly bright balconies with a view over 
the Aegean blue, the light and the shades create a unique aura around the 
cozy private pools and the wonderfully spoiling Jacuzzis. 

Panoramic—Sumptuously elegant, its soothing colors and clean lines create a 

sense of light and space. Its ethnic details and the designers’ fine decorative 

touches match perfectly with the balcony over the spectacular sunset. 

Onar Suite—A private and most exclusive junior suite that pays homage to the 

glorious colors of the Aegean light and the unique architecture, in a minimal 

aesthetic. The stunningly beautiful interior with a fine blend of delicate  

materials and art is complimented by the superb view from the veranda. 

Kynthos Suite—A charmingly plentiful base to enjoy the delights of Mykonos 

and the fascinating Aegean Sea; magnificently spacious, minimalistic yet with 

ethnic chic details and handpicked art objects, exhilarating when it comes to 

its superb Jacuzzi as the sun goes down or to relax under the starlight. 

Delos Premium Suite—A spacious interior with a delicate touch of ethnic chic 

character, warm colors, the finest materials, objects of art from all around the 

world, high-tech amenities and a double vanities bathroom with a divine bath 

tub. At the amazing facade, the jacuzzi and the infinity pool are redefining 

luxury in a breathtaking setting.  



 Services & Amenities 

• Complimentary Wi-Fi 

• Nespresso Machine 

• Pool & Pool Deck 

• Butler Service 

• Pre-arrival request and shopping service 

• Express check in/out 

• Luxurious transfers from and to the airport 

• Welcoming refreshments upon arrival 

• Valet Parking 

• Packing and Unpacking services 

• Laundry, Dry Cleaning and Garment Pressing 
Services 

• Excursions, Yacht, and Helicopter Rentals 

• Leisure activities (water sports, horseback 
riding, etc.) 

 Dining 

 Spa & Wellness 

The breakfast buffet at Korali redefines luxury with the right touch of gourmet 
suggestions that go beyond all expectations; its preparation is considered a 
matter of extreme importance and requires a great amount of elegance, in 
order for taste and sight to be pleasantly satisfied. Following the Relais et 
Châteaux art of living and styling, you’ll be experiencing the finest taste and 
the finest of all ingredients through traditional, innovative and even bolder 
suggestions.  

The legendary gastronomic experience of the Relais et Châteaux Restaurants 
corresponds perfectly to the Baos Fine Dining Restaurant. The most promising 
intricate flavors, crafted composition and calculated preparation create an 
impeccable presentation. At Baos, inventive gourmet cuisine challenges  
classicism with differentiating techniques while cultivating groundbreaking 
freshness in other dishes with the same passion for perfection. Seasonal  
alternate innovative classic recipes made of the finest raw materials, locally 
produced and exclusively selected for the Myconian Korali.  

George’s Bar is a glamorous mingling spot with a breathtaking view; a  
sumptuously luxurious pool with a mirror effect around it, for highlighting the 
mesmerizing sunset; a funky bar with a cheerful, attractive and utterly  
professional staff that’s George’s all day bar, a place with its very own vibe 
and numerous fans. Choose from a solid collection of signature cocktails, 
soothing refreshments, light snacks and shareable delights and let yourself go 
in one of the utterly stylish comfy chairs for two: they come with a full view 
and some fine tunes. 

Thanks to a paradise location and the sense of well-living that pervades the 

whole island, it’s easy to feel refreshed just by walking into the lobby of the 

Satori Thalasso Spa. Close your eyes, let yourself go, boost circulation, relax 

the nervous system and shake off long – but not gone – fatigue. Enjoy 

a traditional massage or experience the very latest therapies, according to 

your needs, wrapped up with exceptional service, preformed only by experts 

on the field. It all comes with the added benefit of five therapeutic pools and 

an invigorating sauna, to balance body, mind and soul.  

The Spa features St Barth spa treatments and Elemis spa beauty products.  
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